SAT Spelling Test – Word List (2003-2018)
 The number in brackets shows the year each spelling appeared in the test.

a
accuracy (04)
additional (06)
adjustment (11)
advantage (05)
adventurous (18)
afternoon (15)
alterations (14)
amazing (08)
anxious (14)
approached (07)
approaching (13)
approximately (04)
architect (18)
articles (08)
assistant (15)
attempt (11)
attention (06) (18)
audience (04)
availability (09)
available (05)

f
facial (16)
famous (12)
fancied (13)
fascinating (06)
females (07)
ferociously (16)
festival (04)
fibres (08)
field (14)
fighting (04)
figures (10)
follow (04)
forge (10)
fracture (15)
frequent (15)
frequently (13)
friends (06)
function (11)

b
before (05)
believed (11)
biggest (04)
bodies (04)
bottle (10)
breeze (11)
brilliant (16)
bristling (07)
bruise (17)
building (03)

g
gradually (14)
guitar (14)

c
campaign (13)
carrying (09)
causing (06)
cautious (18)
cautiously (07)
ceiling (16)
challenge (10)
challenging (03)
character (10)
children (10)
circular (12)
clapping (11)
coarse (17)
collapsed (09 / 12)
colourful (04)
comfort (14)
common (08)
competition (11)
condition (10)
conquered (12)
considerably (10)
copied (14)
correctly (11)
correspond (13)
corridor (07)
council (18)
cousin (16)
creases (10)
creative (12)
crumb (17)
crystal (14)
currency (08)

h
happiest (15)
head (06)
healthy (05)
height (07)
highest (14)
highly (04)
honour (12)
hundreds (10)

d
delicate (08)
descendant (18)
descent (09)
design (05)
despite (08)
difference (15)
difficult (06)
dimensions (11)
directly (06)
disappearance (13)
discovered (08)
discussed (12)
disease (05)
disobeyed (17)
disorder (16)
disguised (03)
distance (16)
distinctive (09)
distraction (06)
divided (12)
double (15)
doubt (07)
dough (18)
dozens (12)
during (08)

i
illegal (10)
illuminate (06)
important (03)
importantly (06)
inconceivable (18)
increasing (12)
individuals (08)
infinite (13)
inhabitants (12)
inspiring (17)
instructor (14)
instruments (11)
international (15)
intruder (07)
involved (03)

e
earliest (12)
easiest (11)
effectively (06)
effortless (03)
encourage (04)
encouraged (13)
enemies (11)
engine (14)
engulfed (09)
enormous (09)
enormously (10)
enough (07)
ensure (03)
enthusiasm (10)
escaping (03)
essential (05) (18)
eventually (12)
evidence (12)
excited (10)
exclusive (08)
expecting (06)
expression (14)
extremely (04)

j
journalist (14)
judge (15)
judged (04)

K
knee (15)
knock (16)
knowledge (03)

p
packaging (13)
participate (03)
particular (10)
passion (16)
paused (15)
people (08)
percussion (17)
perform (03)
permission (08)
phenomenon (13)
physical (05)
planned (03)
plummet (13)
polishing (16)
population (09)
portable (18)
postage (15)
potential (15)
precious (08)
precision (11)
previous (16)
prey (16)
probable (17)
probably (06)
process (05)
properties (05)
protected (09)
proud (07)
purposes (11)

u
uncomfortable (06)
unique (09)
unsure (15)
untidy (14)
unusual (08)
usually (12) (18)

l
large (09)
lightweight (16)
likely (17)
lorries (15)
luckily (15)
luxury (08)
lying (07)

q
qualified (03)
queue (13)

v
vague (18)
valuable (10)
variation (16)
varieties (05)
variety (10)
various (09)
vary (06)
vertical (11)

m
magical (09)
mammals (14)
material (05)
medicine (05)
message (14)
misplaced (16)
mixture (18)
monarch (17)
musicians (10)

r
raising (04)
ravenously (07)
realistic (03)
recent (06)
recognised (13)
rehearsed (03)
release (05)
remain (09)
remains (08)
remarkable (09)
remember (05)
responsible (08)
rhythmic (13)
rigid (07)
rubbed (14)

v
violence (17)
vision (16)
voice (07)

n
nationality (16)
natural (06)
neighbouring (12)
nervous (17)

s
scattered (07)
science (18)
scorching (09)
sensation (17)
sensible (07)
sensibly (17)
serious (05)
several (09)
sharing (10)
sharp (07)
signatures (10)
significant (11)
simple (11)
smoothly (03)
special (03)
stopped (04)
straight (17)
straightened (07)
stunning (09)
substance (17)
suffered (18)
suggested (14)
supply (05)
supposedly (12)
surprising (05)
surrounded (09)
surrounding (12)
surroundings (06)
surveyed (07)
survive (05)
swoops (11)
symbol (04)
sympathetic (17)
system (15)

w
washable (16)
washing (05)
weightless (18)
welcome (14)
whiskers (07)
whistling (14)
wreckage (13)
wrestling (04)

o
obtained (18)
occasion (15)
offering (16)
operation (17)
opportunity (08)
ordinary (08)
original (04)
originally (17)

t
tapping (15)
texture (06)
themselves (12)
thoughtless (16)
thorough (17)
thoroughly (03)
throughout (04)
thumb (18)
together (03)
tough (15)
toughest (17)
traditionally (09)
transformed (04)
tribal (11)
trouble (18)
tumble (03)
typical (18)
typically (11)

x/y/z

